Appendix 1: Search process

The following databases were searched for reviews of cancer, cardiovascular diseases, accidents and mental health from a public health angle, using a range of keywords.

- Health Technology Assessment database (CRD, http://www.york.ac.uk/)
- TRIP index (index to reviews, guidelines and evidence summaries: http://www.ceres.uwcm.ac.uk/)
- NCCHTA web site (http://www.hta.nhsweb.nhs.uk/)
- National Research Register
- HSTAT (US web site providing access to AHCPR publications and other US review and guideline material. http://text.nlm.nih.gov/)
- US Preventive Taskforce guidelines (http://text.nlm.nih.gov/)
- Canadian Preventive Taskforce guidelines (http://www.ctfphc.org/)
- Health Management Information Consortium (UK health management databases)
- Econlit
- Sociological Abstracts
- ASSIA

Details of the results and searches for each are listed below. Where possible searches have been limited to the most recent year. However, most web interfaces do not offer date restriction so the material presented covers all dates.

Health Technology Assessment database (CRD web site 10/1/2000)

The CRD web version of this databases is more up to date than the version on The Cochrane Library. Search results have been printed out with fullest information available. The search was date limited.

TRIP index (web-based index to reviews, guidelines and evidence summaries, searched 10/1/2000 for cancer and cardiovascular topics and 24/1/2000 for accidents and mental health)

The search interface only allows single word searches or very simple combinations (e.g. cancer not smoking) which have simple exclusions to eliminate previously identified records. The search therefore involved many individual searches. TRIP automatically truncates terms. The search was not date limited. The following search phrases were used for the topics, but not all produced results:
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#### Cancer
- Cancer
- Neoplasms not cancer
- Sarcoma not cancer
- Leukemia not cancer
- Leukaemia not cancer
- Cigarette not cancer
- Smoking not cancer
- Diet not cancer
- Fruit not cancer
- Vegetables not cancer
- Melanoma not cancer
- Unemploy not cancer
- Lifestyle not cancer
- Deprivation not cancer
- Social not cancer
- Stress not cancer
- Radon not cancer
- Asbestos not cancer
- Pollut not cancer
- Ozone not cancer
- Sunburn not cancer
- Sex not cancer
- Alcohol not cancer
- Drinking not cancer

#### Cardiovascular diseases
- Heart
- Smoke
- Smoking not heart
- stroke not heart
- cardiovascular not heart
- mi not heart
- myocardial not heart
- smoking not heart
- cigarette not smoking
- Unemploy
- Jobless
- Exclusion
- Activity or exercise or fitness
- Lifestyle
- Cycl or walk
- employ
- Stress or workplace
- Diet or food or nutrition
- Obesity not heart
- Obese not heart
- Relaxation
- Coronary not heart
- Cardiac not heart
- Resuscitation
- Blood and pressure
- Hypertension not pressure

#### Accidents
- Accident prevention
- Accident awareness
- Accidents
- Safety awareness
- Safety + job
- Safety + work
- Safety + occupation
- Safety standard
- Social exclusion
- Public risk
- Awareness of risk
- Risk assessment
- Traffic accident
- Road accident
- Road safety
- Vehicle safety
- Cycling
- Cycle training
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cyclist education</th>
<th>Speeding</th>
<th>Safe play</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cycle proficiency</td>
<td>Speed management</td>
<td>Safe area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclist protection</td>
<td>Building safety</td>
<td>Home safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bicycle proficiency</td>
<td>Water safety</td>
<td>Hazardous site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian education</td>
<td>School travel</td>
<td>Safety belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedestrian training</td>
<td>School transport</td>
<td>Seatbelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>Ecological transport</td>
<td>Seat-belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed limit</td>
<td>Traffic calming</td>
<td>Seat belt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Mental health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mental health</th>
<th>Violent</th>
<th>Child care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mental ill</td>
<td>Prison</td>
<td>Child abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental disorder</td>
<td>Homicide + media</td>
<td>School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeless</td>
<td>Suicide + media</td>
<td>Single parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>Suicide</td>
<td>Sole parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job</td>
<td>Dyslexi</td>
<td>Lone parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employ</td>
<td>Learning + difficult</td>
<td>Parenting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemploy</td>
<td>Mental + exercis</td>
<td>Parent skill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteer</td>
<td>Physical + activ</td>
<td>Stigma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bereave</td>
<td>Drug abuse</td>
<td>Black or ethnic refugee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grief</td>
<td>Drug misuse</td>
<td>Inequity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping</td>
<td>Alcoholism</td>
<td>Social exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support group</td>
<td>Alcohol abuse</td>
<td>Social isolation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-help</td>
<td>Alcohol misuse</td>
<td>Stress + work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support network</td>
<td>Substance misuse</td>
<td>Stress + job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support</td>
<td>Substance abuse</td>
<td>Stress + occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social welfare</td>
<td>Addict</td>
<td>smok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bully</td>
<td>Misuse + detect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>Abuse + detect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>Drug + test</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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NCCHTA web site (searched 10/1/2000)

This web site lists all projects funded by the UK Health Technology Assessment Programme. The search was not date limited.


This records UK health and health-related research. The search strategies are listed below in full.

Cardiovascular diseases and cancer

1. CARDIOVASCULAR-DISEASES*:ME
2. (HEART next DISEASE*)
3. STROKE
4. (CEREBROVASCULAR next ACCIDENT*)
5. ((SMOKING or CIGARETTE* or TOBACCO or SMOKE)
6. SMOKING*:ME
7. ((UNEMPLOY* or JOBLESS*) OR (SOCIAL next EXCLUSION))
8. (((PHYSICAL next ACTIVITY) or EXERCISE) OR FITNESS)
9. EXERCISE*:ME
10. ((CYCLING or WALKING) or STRESS)
11. (((LIFESTYLE* or DIET) or FOOD) or NUTRITION)
12. (HEALTHY next SCHOOL*)
13. (HEALTHY next WORKPLACE*)
14. (HEALTHY next LIVING)
15. ((RELAXATION or CORONARY) or MYOCARDIAL)
16. STROKES
17. RESUSCITATION
18. (BLOOD next PRESSURE)
19. (((((((((((#1 or #2) or #3) or #4) or #5) or #6) or #7) or #8) or #9) or #10) or #11) or #12) or #13) or #14) or #15) or #16) or #17) or #18)
20. REVIEW-LITERATURE*:ME
21. GUIDELINES*:ME
22. META-ANALYSIS*:ME
23. EVIDENCE-BASED-MEDICINE*:ME
24. ((REVIEW* or OVERVIEW*) or GUIDELINE*)
25. (((#20 or #21) or #22) or #23) or #24)
26. (#19 and #25)
27. ((REVIEW*:TI or OVERVIEW*:TI) or GUIDELINE*:TI)
28. ((REVIEW*:MT or OVERVIEW*:MT) or GUIDELINE*:MT)
29. (((#20:MT or #21:MT) or #22:MT) or #23:MT) or #28:MT) or #29:MT)
30. (#19:MT and #30:MT)
31. NEOPLASMS*:ME
32. (((((CANCER* or SARCOMA* or NEOPLASMS) or CARCINOMA*) or SEMINOMA) or MELANOMA*)
33. (LEUKAEMIA or LEUKEMIA)
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34. (((ASBESTO or RADON) or OZONE) or SUNBURN) or SEX

35. ((((ASBESTO or RADON) or OZONE) or SUNBURN) or SEX)

36. (#36 and #30)

26. (CYCLE next TEST)
27. (CYCLIST next PROTECTION)
28. (BICYCLE next PROFICIENCY)

Accidents

1. ACCIDENT-PREVENTION*:ME
2. (ACCIDENT* next PREVENTION)
3. (ACCIDENT* next AWARENESS)
4. (SAFETY next AWARENESS)
5. (SAFETY next PRACTICE*)
6. (SAFETY next WORK*)
7. (SAFETY next JOB*)
8. (SAFETY next OCCUPATION*)
9. OCCUPATIONAL-HEALTH*:ME
10. (SOCIAL next EXCLUSION)
11. (SOCIALLY next EXCLUDED)
12. (AWARE* next RISK*)
13. (PUBLIC next RISK)
14. (TRAFFIC next SAFETY)
15. (ROAD next SAFETY)
16. (VEHICLE next SAFETY)
17. (SAFETY next STANDARD*)
18. (TRAFFIC next ACCIDENT*)
19. (ROAD next ACCIDENT*)
20. ACCIDENTS-TRAFFIC*:ME
21. CYCLING
22. WALKING
23. (CYCLE next TRAINING)
24. (CYCLIST next EDUCATION)
25. (CYCLE next PROFICIENCY)
29. (BICYCLE next TEST)
30. (PEDESTRIAN next EDUCATION)
31. (PEDESTRIAN next TRAINING)
32. (SPEED next LIMIT*)
33. SPEEDING
34. (SPEED next MANAGEMENT)
35. (BUILDING next SAFETY)
36. (WATER next SAFETY)
37. (SCHOOL next TRAVEL)
38. (SCHOOL next TRANSPORT*)
39. (ECOLOGICAL* next TRANSPORT*)
40. (TRAFFIC next CALMING)
41. (SAFE next PLAY)
42. (SAFE next AREA*)
43. (HOME next SAFETY)
44. ACCIDENTS-HOME*:ME
45. (HAZARDOUS next SITE*)
46. (SAFETY next BELT*)
47. (SEAT next BELT*)
48. SEAT-BELTS*:ME
49. SEATBELT*
50. (CYCLE next HELMET*)
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51. (BICYCLE next HELMET*)
52. DRINK-DRIVE*
53. (DRINK next DRIVE*)
54. (ALCOHOL and ACCIDENT*)
55. (TRADING next STANDARD*)
56. ((HEALTHY next DIET) and ACCIDENT*)
57. (PHYSICAL* next ACTIV*)
58. ACCIDENT*
59. (#57 and #58)
60. (PARENT* next SKILL*)
61. EYESIGHT
62. EYE-SIGHT
63. (EYE next SIGHT)
64. (MEDICATION* next REVIEW*)
65. EYETEST*
66. EYE-TEST*
67. (EYE next TEST*)
68. FALLER*
69. (FALL* and OLDER*)
70. (FALL* and ELDER*)
71. (FIRST next AID)
72. FIRST-AID
73. FIRSTAID
74. (BASIC next RESUSCITATION)
75. (((((((#1 or #2) or #3) or #4) or #5) or #6) or #7) or #8)
   or #9) or #10)

76. ((((((#11 or #12) or #13) or #14) or #15) or #16) or
    #17) or #18) or #19) or #20)
77. ((((((#21 or #22) or #23) or #24) or #25) or #26) or
    #27) or #28) or #29) or #30)
78. ((((((#30 or #31) or #32) or #33) or #34) or #35) or
    #36) or #37) or #38) or #39)
79. ((((((#40 or #41) or #42) or #43) or #44) or #45) or
    #46) or #47) or #48) or #49)
80. ((((((#50 or #51) or #52) or #53) or #54) or #55) or #56)
    or #59)
81. ((((((#60 or #61) or #62) or #63) or #64) or #65) or
    #66) or #67) or #68) or #69)
82. ((((((#70 or #71) or #72) or #73) or #74) or #75) or
    #76) or #77) or #78) or #79)
83. ((#80 or #81) or #82)
84. REVIEW-LITERATURE*::ME
85. GUIDELINES*::ME
86. META-ANALYSIS*::ME
87. (REVIEW* OR OVERVIEW* OR META-ANAL* OR
    METAANAL* OR GUIDELINE*)
88. META NEXT ANAL*
89. (#87 OR #88)
90. (#83 AND #89)
91. (#83 AND #89)

Mental health

1. MENTAL-HEALTH*::ME
2. MENTAL-DISORDERS*::ME
3. (MENTAL next HEALTH)
4. (MENTAL* next ILL*)
5. (MENTAL* next DISORDER*)
6. HOMELESS*
7. HOMELESS-PEOPLE::ME
8. PUBLIC-HOUSING*::ME
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9. (SUPPORTED next HOUSING)
10. (HOUSING next ASSOCIATION*)
11. JOB*
12. EMPLOY*
13. UNEMPLOY*
14. VOLUNTEER*
15. ALCHEOLE*
16. (ALCOHOL next ABUSE*)
17. (ALCOHOL next MISUSE*)
18. (DRUG next ABUSE*)
19. (DRUG next MISUSE*)
20. (SUBSTANCE next ABUSE*)
21. (SUBSTANCE next MISUSE*)
22. ALCHEOLISM*:ME
23. SUBSTANCE-RELATED-DISORDERS*:ME
24. ADDICT*
25. (GLUE next SNIFF*)
26. (((((((#15 or #16) or #17) or #18) or #19) or #20) or #21) or #22) or #23) or #24) or #25
27. ((MISUSE* or ABUSE*) next DETECT*)
28. SUBSTANCE-ABUSE-DETECTION*:ME
29. (DRUG next TEST*)
30. ((TREATMENT* or THERAP*) or REHABILITAT*)
31. (#26 and #30)
32. SUBSTANCE-ABUSE-TREATMENT-CENTERS*:ME
33. GRIEF
34. BEREAVE*
35. (COPING next BEHAVIOR*)
36. (COPING next BEHAVIOUR*)
37. (COPING next MECHANISM*)
38. INEQUITY
39. (SOCIAL next ISOLATION)
40. (SOCIAL next EXCLUSION)
41. BEREAVEMENT*:ME
42. ADAPTATION-PSYCHOLOGICAL*:ME
43. SOCIAL-ISOLATION*:ME
44. CRIME
45. CRIMINAL*
46. BULLY*
47. VIOLEN*
48. CRIME*:ME
49. SELF-HELP
50. (SUPPORT next GROUP*)
51. (SUPPORT next NETWORK*)
52. (SOCIAL next SUPPORT)
53. (SOCIAL next WELFARE)
54. SELF-HELP-GROUPS*:ME
55. SOCIAL-WELFARE*:ME
56. SOCIAL-SUPPORT*:ME
57. EDUCATION
58. (FINANCIAL next PROBLEM*)
59. (FINANCIAL next DIFFICULT*)
60. (TRANSPORT next POLIC*)
61. (CHILD next ABUSE*)
62. AT-RISK
63. (CHILD* next CARE)
64. (LEAVING next CARE)
65. (COMMUNITY next SAFETY)
66. (SINGLE next PARENT*)
67. (SOLE next PARENT*)
68. (LONE next PARENT*)
69. PARENTING*
70. (PARENT* next SKILL*)
71. PARENTING*:ME
72. (HEALTHY next PRISON*)
73. (HEALTHY next SCHOOL*)
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74. (HEALTHY next DIET*)
75. ((HOMICIDE* or MURDER*) or SUICIDE*)
76. MEDIA*
77. (#75 and #76)
78. STIGMA*
79. REFUGEE*
80. REFUGEES*:ME
81. ((BLACK or BLACKS) or ETHNIC*)
82. ETHNIC-GROUPS*:ME
83. (SMOKER* or SMOKING)
84. SMOKING*:ME
85. STRESS
86. STRESS*:ME
87. (OCCUPATION* or WORKPLACE*)
88. (WORK next PLACE*)
89. WORKPLACE*:ME
90. (((#11 or #87) or #88) or #89)
91. (#85 or #86)
92. (#90 and #91)
93. DYSLEX*
94. (LEARNING next DIFFICULT*)
95. LEARNING-DISORDERS*:ME
96. EXERCIS*
97. (PHYSICAL next ACTIV*)
98. ((((((#1 or #2) or #3) or #4) or #5) or #6) or #7) or #8) or #9) or #10)
99. ((((((#11 or #12) or #13) or #14) or #15) or #16) or #17) or #18) or #19) or #20)
100. (((#20 or #21) or #22) or #23) or #24) or #25)
101. (((((((#27 or #28) or #29) or #30) or #31) or #32) or #33) or #34) or #35) or #36)
102. (((((#37 or #38) or #39) or #40) or #41) or #42) or #43) or #44) or #45) or #46)
103. (((((((#47 or #48) or #49) or #50) or #51) or #52) or #53) or #54) or #55) or #56)
104. (((((#57 or #58) or #59) or #60) or #61) or #62) or #63) or #64) or #65) or #66)
105. (((((#67 or #68) or #69) or #70) or #71) or #72) or #73) or #74)
106. (((((#77 or #78) or #79) or #80) or #81) or #82) or #83) or #84)
107. (((((((#92 or #93) or #94) or #95) or #96) or #97) or #98) or #99) or #100) or #101)
108. (((((#102 or #103) or #104) or #105) or #106) or #107)
109. REVIEW-LITERATURE*:ME
110. GUIDELINES*:ME
111. META-ANALYSIS*:ME
112. EVIDENCE-BASED-MEDICINE*:ME
113. (((REVIEW or OVERVIEW*) or META-ANAL*) or METAANAL*) or GUIDELINE*)
114. (META next ANAL*)
115. (((((#109 or #110) or #111) or #112) or #113) or #114)
116. (#108 and #115)

HSTAT (US web site providing access to AHCPR publications and other US review and guideline material, searched 10/1/2000 for cancer/cardiovascular, 25/1/2000 for accidents and 19/1/2000 for mental health)

The search interface to HSTAT is quite basic and allows only one line strategies, which were not date limited. The search lines used were:
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### Cancer

- Neoplasms or cancer or sarcoma or carcinoma or leukemia
- Smoking or cigarettes or tobacco
- Diet or fruit or vegetables
- Employment or unemployment

- Social exclusion
- Stress
- Radon
- Asbestos
- Pollution or pollutants

- Sunburn or ozone
- Obesity or obese or weight
- Drinking or alcohol
- Exercise or activity or fitness

### Cardiovascular diseases

- Heart or cardiac or myocardial or stroke or cerebrovascular
- Smoking or cigarettes or tobacco
- Diet or fruit or vegetables
- Employment or unemployment

- Social exclusion
- Stress
- Obesity or obese or weight
- Exercise or activity or fitness

- Cardiovascular or coronary or pressure
- Cycling or walking
- Relaxation or lifestyle

### Accidents

- Accident* prevent*
- Accident* awareness
- Safety awareness
- Safety + job*
- Safety + work*
- Safety + occupation*
- Safety standard*
- Social exclusion
- Public risk*
- Awareness of risk*
- Traffic accident*
- Road accident*
- Road safety

- Vehicle safety
- Cycling + accident*
- Cycle training
- Cyclist education
- Cycle proficiency
- Cyclist protection
- Bicycle proficiency
- Pedestrian education
- Pedestrian training
- Walking + accident*
- Speed limit*
- Speeding
- Speed management

- Building safety
- Water safety
- School travel*
- School transport*
- Ecological* transport*
- Traffic calming
- Safe play*
- Safe area*
- Home safety
- Hazardous site*
- Safety belt*
- Seatbelt*
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Cycle helmet*  
Bicycle helmet*  
Drink drive*  
Alcohol + accident*  
Trading standard*  
Healthy diet* + accident*  
Physical* activ* + diet*  

Parent* skill*  
Eyesight  
Eye sight*  
Medication review*  
Eye test*  
Eyetest*  
Faller*  

Fall* + elder*  
Fall* + older*  
Firstaid  
First aid  
Basic resuscitation

Mental health

Mental health  
Mental* ill*  
Mental* disorder*  
Alcohol or alcoholic or alcoholism  
or drug or drugs or addiction  
Employment or unemployment or  
volunteer  
Homeless or homelessness or  
housing  
Bereave* or grief or coping  
Exclusion or isolation or inequity  
Crime or criminal or bully* or  
violen*  
Self-help or support or welfare

Education  
Financial difficult*  
Transport polic*  
Child abuse*  
At-risk  
Child* care*  
Community safety  
Single parent*  
Lone parent*  
Sole parent*  
Parenting  
Parent* skill*  
Healthy prison*  
Healthy school*

Healthy diet*  
Homicide* and media  
Murder* and media  
Suicide* and media  
Stigma* or refugee* or black* or  
ethic*  
Smoker* or smoking  
Stress  
Dyslexi*  
Learning difficult*  
Exercis*  
Physical* activ*

US Preventive Taskforce guidelines (web site searched 10/1/2000)

All guidelines were printed out. The search was not date limited.
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Canadian Preventive Taskforce guidelines (web site searched 10/1/2000)

The full list of guidelines was printed out. The search was not date limited.

Health Management Information Consortium CD-ROM (UK health management databases). Silverplatter version (the update version was unclear but it was possibly 1999/Q3) (searched 24/1/00 and 17/1/00).

Cancer

1. cancer* or neoplasms or sarcoma or carcinoma or melanoma or leukemia or leukaemia
2. smoking or smoke or cigarette* or tobacco
3. fruit or vegetables or diet or food or nutrition
4. jobless* or unemploy*
5. social exclusion or socially excluded
6. healthy lifestyle*
7. deprived or deprivation
8. social networks
9. social support
10. stress or relaxation
11. radon or asbestos or pollut* or ozone
12. sunburn or sunbathing
13. high risk behav*
14. risky behav*
15. healthy workplace*
16. healthy school*
17. weight or obesity or obese
18. safe sex
19. safer sex
20. drinking or alcohol
21. physical activity or exercise or fitness
22. #1 or #2 or #3 or #4 or #5 or #6 or #7 or #8 or #9 or #10
23. #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or #19 or #20 or #21
24. #22 or #23
25. (review* or overview* or metaanal* or meta-anal* or metanal* or meta analy* or guideline*) in ti,ab,de
26. #24 near #25
27. #26 and (UD>"199812")

Cardiovascular diseases

1. heart
2. cardiac
3. myocardial
4. stroke
5. cerebrovascular
6. heart or cardiac or myocardial or stroke or cerebrovascular
7. cardiovascular or coronary or blood pressure
8. smoking or cigarette* or tobacco or smoke
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9. jobless* or unemploy* or social exclusion or socially excluded
10. physical activity or fitness or exercise or cycling or walking
11. stress
12. healthy workplace*
13. diet or food or nutrition
14. healthy school*
15. healthy living
16. healthier living
17. healthy lifestyle*
18. health improvement
19. relaxation
20. waiting times
21. rescuscitation
22. cpr
23. blood pressure
24. #6 or #7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or #19 or #20 or #21 or #22 or #23
25. (review* or overview* or metaanal* or meta analy* or meta-analy*) in ti,ab,de
26. guideline*
27. #25 or #26
28. #24 and #27

29. #28 and (UD > "199812")
30. "Heart-Diseases" in DE
31. "Smoking-" in DE
32. "Unemployment-" in DE
33. "Poverty-" in DE
34. "Low-Income-Areas" in DE
35. "Social-Inequality" in DE
36. "Physical-Fitness" in DE
37. "Fitness-" in DE
38. "Diet-" in DE
39. explode "Nutrition"
40. explode "Stress"
41. #30 or #31 or #32 or #33 or #34 or #35 or #36 or #37 or #38 or #39 or #40
42. #41 or #24
43. #42 and #27
44. #43 and (UD > "199812")
45. education or training or employment
46. #45 and #27
47. (education or training or employment) in ti,ab,de
48. #47 and #27
49. #48 and (UD > "199812")
50. #47 near #27
51. #50 and (UD>"199812")

Accidents
1. (accident near prevention) in ti,ab,de,nt
2. (safety near awareness) in ti,ab,de,nt
3. (accident* near awareness) in ti,ab,de,nt
4. (safety near job*) in ti,ab,de,nt

5. (safety near work*) in ti,ab,de,nt
6. (safety near occupation*) in ti,ab,de,nt
7. (safety standard*) in ti,ab,de,nt
8. social exclusion in ti,ab,de,nt
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9. (public near risk*) in ti,ab,de,nt
10. (awareness near risk*) in ti,ab,de,nt
11. traffic accident* in ti,ab,de,nt
12. road accident* in ti,ab,de,nt
13. road safety in ti,ab,de,nt
14. vehicle safety in ti,ab,de,nt
15. cycling in ti,ab,de,nt
16. cycle training in ti,ab,de,nt
17. cyclist education in ti,ab,de,nt
18. cycl* proficiency test* in ti,ab,de,nt
19. bicycl* proficiency test* in ti,ab,de,nt
20. pedestrian education in ti,ab,de,nt
21. pedestrian training in ti,ab,de,nt
22. walking in ti,ab,de,nt
23. speed limit* in ti,ab,de,nt
24. speeding in ti,ab,de,nt
25. speed management in ti,ab,de,nt
26. building safety standard* in ti,ab,de,nt
27. water safety in ti,ab,de,nt
28. school travel* in ti,ab,de,nt
29. school transport* in ti,ab,de,nt
30. ecological* transport* in ti,ab,de,nt
31. traffic calming in ti,ab,de,nt
32. safe play in ti,ab,de,nt
33. safe area in ti,ab,de,nt
34. home safety in ti,ab,de,nt
35. hazardous site* in ti,ab,de,nt
36. safety belt* in ti,ab,de,nt
37. seatbelt* in ti,ab,de,nt
38. seat belt* in ti,ab,de,nt
39. seat-belt* in ti,ab,de,nt
40. cycle helmet* in ti,ab,de,nt
41. bicycle helmet* in ti,ab,de,nt
42. drink-drive* in ti,ab,de,nt
43. drink drive* in ti,ab,de,nt
44. (alcohol and accident*) in ti,ab,de,nt
45. trading standard* in ti,ab,de,nt
46. ((healthy diet*) and accident*) in ti,ab,de,nt
47. ((physical* activ*) and accident*) in ti,ab,de,nt
48. parent* skill* in ti,ab,de,nt
49. eyesight in ti,ab,de,nt
50. eye sight in ti,ab,de,nt
51. eye-sight in ti,ab,de,nt
52. medication* review* in ti,ab,de,nt
53. eye-test* in ti,ab,de,nt
54. eyetest* in ti,ab,de,nt
55. eye test* in ti,ab,de,nt
56. faller* in ti,ab,de,nt
57. (fall* and older*) in ti,ab,de,nt
58. (fall* and elder*) in ti,ab,de,nt
59. firstaid in ti,ab,de,nt
60. first aid in ti,ab,de,nt
61. first-aid in ti,ab,de,nt
62. basic resuscitation in ti,ab,de,nt
63. #1 or #2 or #3 or #4 or #5 or #6 or #7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or #19 or #20
64. #21 or #22 or #23 or #24 or #25 or #26 or #27 or #28 or #29 or #30 or #31 or #32 or #33 or #34 or #35 or #36 or #37 or #38 or #39 or #40
65. #41 or #42 or #43 or #45 or #46 or #47 or #48 or #49 or #50 or #51 or #52 or #53 or #54 or #55 or #56 or #57 or #58 or #59 or #60 or #61 or #62 or #63 or #64
66. (review* or overview* or guideline* or meta-anal* or metaanal* or meta anal*) in ti,ab,de,nt
67. #65 and #66
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68. #67 and (PY = 1999-2000)

Mental health

1. mental health in ti,ab,de,nt
2. mental* ill* in ti,ab,de,nt
3. mental* disorder* in ti,ab,de,nt
4. supported housing in ti,ab,de,nt
5. homeless* in ti,ab,de,nt
6. housing association* in ti,ab,de,nt
7. job* in ti,ab,de,nt
8. employ* in ti,ab,de,nt
9. unemploy* in ti,ab,de,nt
10. volunteer* in ti,ab,de,nt
11. alcoholi* in ti,ab,de,nt
12. alcohol abuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
13. alcohol misuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
14. drug misuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
15. drug abuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
16. substance abuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
17. substance misuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
18. addict* in ti,ab,de,nt
19. glue sniff* in ti,ab,de,nt
20. (misuse or abuse) near (detect* in ti,ab,de,nt)
21. drug test* in ti,ab,de,nt
22. (treatment or therapi* or rehabilitat*) in ti,ab,de,nt
23. #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or
   #19
24. #23 and #22
25. bereave* in ti,ab,de,nt
26. grief in ti,ab,de,nt
27. coping behavior* in ti,ab,de
28. coping behaviour* in ti,ab,de
29. coping mechanism* in ti,ab,de
30. social exclusion in ti,ab,de
31. social isolation in ti,ab,de
32. inequity in ti,ab,de
33. crime in ti,ab,de
34. criminal in ti,ab,de
35. bully* in ti,ab,de
36. violen* in ti,ab,de
37. self-help in ti,ab,de
38. support group* in ti,ab,de
39. social support in ti,ab,de
40. social welfare in ti,ab,de
41. support network* in ti,ab,de
42. education in ti,ab,de
43. financial* problem* in ti,ab,de
44. financial* difficult* in ti,ab,de,nt
45. transport polic* in ti,ab,de,nt
46. child abuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
47. at-risk in ti,ab,de,nt
48. child* care in ti,ab,de,nt
49. leaving care in ti,ab,de,nt
50. community safety in ti,ab,de,nt
51. single parent* in ti,ab,de,nt
52. sole parent* in ti,ab,de,nt
53. lone parent* in ti,ab,de,nt
54. parenting in ti,ab,de,nt
55. parent* skill* in ti,ab,de,nt
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56. (healthy near prison*) in ti,ab,de,nt
57. (health near school*) in ti,ab,de,nt
58. healthy diet* in ti,ab,de,nt
59. (homicide* or murder*) in ti,ab,de,nt
60. suicide* in ti,ab,de,nt
61. media in ti,ab,de,nt
62. #59 or #60
63. #62 and #61
64. stigma* in ti,ab,de,nt
65. refugee* in ti,ab,de,nt
66. (black or blacks) in ti,ab,de,nt
67. ethnic* in ti,ab,de,nt
68. (smoke or smoking or smoker*) in ti,ab,de,nt
69. stress in ti,ab,de,nt
70. (job* or occupation*) in ti,ab,de,nt
71. workplace* in ti,ab,de,nt
72. work place* in ti,ab,de,nt
73. #70 or #71 or #72
74. #69 and #73
75. dyslexi* in ti,ab,de,nt
76. learning difficult* in ti,ab,de,nt
77. exercis* in ti,ab,de,nt
78. physical activ* in ti,ab,de,nt
79. #4 or #5 or #6 or #7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or #19 or #20 or #21
80. #24 or #25 or #26 or #27 or #28 or #29 or #30 or #31 or #32 or #33 or #34 or #35 or #36 or #37 or #38 or #39 or #40
81. #41 or #42 or #43 or #45 or #46 or #47 or #48 or #49 or #50 or #51 or #52 or #53 or #54 or #55 or #56 or #57 or #58
82. #63 or #64 or #65 or #66 or #67 or #68 or #74 or #75 or #76 or #77 or #78
83. #79 or #80 or #81 or #82
84. #1 or #2 or #3
85. (review* or overview* or metaanal* or meta-anal* or meta anal* or guideline*) in ti,ab,de,nt
86. #83 or #84
87. #86 and #85
88. #87 and (PY = 1999-2000)

The search was limited to material added during the last year.


Cancer

1. cancer* or neoplasms or sarcoma or carcinoma or melanoma or leukemia or leukaemia
2. smoking or smoke or cigarette* or tobacco
3. fruit or vegetables or diet or food or nutrition
4. jobless* or unemploy*
5. social exclusion or socially excluded
6. healthy lifestyle*
7. deprived or deprivation
8. social networks
9. social support
10. stress or relaxation
11. radon or asbestos or pollut* or ozone
12. sunburn or sunbathing
13. high risk behav*
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14. risky behav*
15. healthy workplace*
16. healthy school*
17. weight or obesity or obese
18. safe sex
19. safer sex
20. drinking or alcohol
21. physical activity or exercise or fitness

Cardiovascular diseases

1. heart
2. cardiac
3. myocardial
4. stroke
5. cerebrovascular
6. heart or cardiac or myocardial or stroke or cerebrovascular
7. cardiovascular or coronary or blood pressure
8. smoking or cigarette* or tobacco or smoke
9. jobless* or unemploy* or social exclusion or socially excluded
10. physical activity or fitness or exercise or cycling or walking
11. stress
12. healthy workplace*
13. diet or food or nutrition
14. healthy school*
15. healthier living
16. healthy living
17. healthy lifestyle*
18. health improvement
19. relaxation
20. waiting times
21. rescuscitation
22. cpr
23. blood pressure
24. #6 or #7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or #19 or #20 or #21 or #22 or #23
25. (review* or overview* or metaanal* or meta-anal* or metanal* or meta analy* or guideline*) in ti,ab,de
26. guideline*
27. #25 or #26
28. #24 and #27
29. healthier living

Accidents

1 (accident near prevention) in ti,ab,de
2. (safety near awareness) in ti,ab,de
3. (accident* near awareness) in ti,ab,de
4. (safety near job*) in ti,ab,de

Search process 16
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5. (safety near work*) in ti,ab,de
6. (safety near occupation*) in ti,ab,de
7. (safety standard*) in ti,ab,de
8. social exclusion in ti,ab,de
9. (public near risk*) in ti,ab,de
10. (awareness near risk*) in ti,ab,de
11. traffic accident* in ti,ab,de
12. road accident* in ti,ab,de
13. road safety in ti,ab,de
14. vehicle safety in ti,ab,de
15. cycling in ti,ab,de
16. cycle training in ti,ab,de
17. cyclist education in ti,ab,de
18. cycl* proficiency test* in ti,ab,de
19. bicycl* proficiency test* in ti,ab,de
20. pedestrian education in ti,ab,de
21. pedestrian training in ti,ab,de
22. walking in ti,ab,de
23. speed limit* in ti,ab,de
24. speeding in ti,ab,de
25. speed management in ti,ab,de
26. building safety standard* in ti,ab,de
27. water safety in ti,ab,de
28. school travel* in ti,ab,de
29. school transport* in ti,ab,de
30. ecological* transport* in ti,ab,de
31. traffic calming in ti,ab,de
32. safe play in ti,ab,de
33. safe area in ti,ab,de
34. home safety in ti,ab,de
35. hazardous site* in ti,ab,de
36. safety belt* in ti,ab,de
37. seatbelt* in ti,ab,de
38. seat belt* in ti,ab,de
39. seat-belt* in ti,ab,de
40. cycle helmet* in ti,ab,de
41. bicycle helmet* in ti,ab,de
42. drink-drive* in ti,ab,de
43. drink drive* in ti,ab,de
44. (alcohol and accident*) in ti,ab,de
45. trading standard* in ti,ab,de
46. ((healthy diet*) and accident*) in ti,ab,de
47. ((physical* activ*) and accident*) in ti,ab,de
48. parent* skill* in ti,ab,de
49. eyesight in ti,ab,de
50. eye sight in ti,ab,de
51. eye-sight in ti,ab,de
52. medication* review* in ti,ab,de
53. eye-test* in ti,ab,de
54. eyetest* in ti,ab,de
55. eye test* in ti,ab,de
56. faller* in ti,ab,de
57. (fall* and older*) in ti,ab,de
58. (fall* and elder*) in ti,ab,de
59. firstaid in ti,ab,de
60. first aid in ti,ab,de
61. first-aid in ti,ab,de
62. basic resuscitation in ti,ab,de
63. #1 or #2 or #3 or #4 or #5 or #6 or #7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or #19 or #20
64. #21 or #22 or #23 or #24 or #25 or #26 or #27 or #28 or #29 or #30 or #31 or #32 or #34 or #33 or #35 or #36 or #37 or #38 or #39 or #40
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65. #41 or #42 or #43 or #45 or #46 or #47 or #48 or #49 or
#50 or #51 or #52 or #53 or #54 or #55 or #56 or #57 or #58
or #59 or #60 or #61 or #62 or #63 or #64
66. (review* or overview* or guideline* or meta-anal* or
metaanal* or meta anal*) in ti,ab,de

67. #65 and #66
68. UD > "199812"
69. #67 and (UD > "199812")

Mental health

This search used the same strategy as that for Health Management Information Consortium above. The search was limited to material added during the last year.

Sociological Abstracts (Silverplatter version, 1999/12 update, searched 24/1/00).

Cancer

1. cancer* or neoplasms or sarcoma or carcinoma or
melanoma or leukemia or leukaemia
2. smoking or smoke or cigarette* or tobacco
3. fruit or vegetables or diet or food or nutrition
4. jobless* or unemploy*
5. social exclusion or socially excluded
6. healthy lifestyle*
7. deprived or deprivation
8. social networks
9. social support
10. stress or relaxation
11. radon or asbestos or pollut* or ozone
12. sunburn or sunbathing
13. high risk behav*
14. risky behav*
15. healthy workplace*
16. healthy school*
17. weight or obesity or obese
18. safe sex
19. safer sex
20. drinking or alcohol
21. physical activity or exercise or fitness
22. #1 or #2 or #3 or #4 or #5 or #6 or #7 or #8 or #9 or #10
23. #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or
#19 or #20 or #21
24. #22 or #23
25. (review* or overview* or metaanal* or meta-anal* or
metanal* or meta analy* or guideline*) in ti,ab,de
26. #24 near #25
27. #26 and (UD>"199812")
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Cardiovascular diseases

1. heart
2. cardiac
3. myocardial
4. stroke
5. cerebrovascular
6. heart or cardiac or myocardial or stroke or cerebrovascular
7. cardiovascular or coronary or blood pressure
8. smoking or cigarette* or tobacco or smoke
9. jobless* or unemploy* or social exclusion or socially excluded
10. physical activity or fitness or exercise or cycling or walking
11. stress
12. healthy workplace*
13. diet or food or nutrition
14. healthy school*
15. healthy living
16. healthier living
17. healthy lifestyle*
18. health improvement
19. relaxation
20. waiting times
21. rescuscitation
22. cpr
23. blood pressure
24. #6 or #7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or #19 or #20 or #21 or #22 or #23
25. (review* or overview* or metaanal* or meta analy* or meta-analy*) in ti,ab,de
26. guideline*
27. #25 or #26
28. #24 and #27
29. #28 and (UD > "199812")
30. "Heart-Diseases" in DE
31. "Smoking-" in DE
32. "Unemployment-" in DE
33. "Poverty-" in DE
34. "Low-Income-Areas" in DE
35. "Social-Inequality" in DE
36. "Physical-Fitness" in DE
37. "Fitness-" in DE
38. "Diet-" in DE
39. explode "Nutrition"
40. explode "Stress"
41. #30 or #31 or #32 or #33 or #34 or #35 or #36 or #37 or #38 or #39 or #40
42. #41 or #24
43. #42 and #27
44. #43 and (UD > "199812")
45. education or training or employment
46. #45 and #27
47. (education or training or employment) in ti,ab,de
48. #47 and #27
49. #48 and (UD > "199812")
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Accidents

The same strategy was used as when searching Econlit.

Mental health

1. mental health in ti,ab,de,nt
2. mental ill* in ti,ab,de,nt
3. mental disorder* in ti,ab,de,nt
4. homeless* in ti,ab,de,nt
5. supported housing in ti,ab,de,nt
6. housing association in ti,ab,de,nt
7. job* in ti,ab,de,nt
8. employ* in ti,ab,de,nt
9. unemploy* in ti,ab,de,nt
10. volunteer* in ti,ab,de,nt
11. alcohol* in ti,ab,de,nt
12. alcohol abuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
13. alcohol misuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
14. drug misuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
15. drug abuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
16. substance abuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
17. substance misuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
18. glue sniff* in ti,ab,de,nt
19. addict* in ti,ab,de,nt
20. ((misuse* or abuse*) near (detect*)) in ti,ab,de,nt
21. drug test* in ti,ab,de,nt
22. (treatment* or therap* or rehabilitat*) in ti,ab,de,nt
23. #11 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or #19
24. #22 and #23
25. bereave* in ti,ab,de,nt
26. grief in ti,ab,de,nt
27. coping behavior* in ti,ab,de,nt
28. coping behaviour* in ti,ab,de,nt
29. coping mechanism* in ti,ab,de,nt
30. social exclusion in ti,ab,de,nt
31. social isolation in ti,ab,de,nt
32. social* isolat* in ti,ab,de,nt
33. social* exclud* in ti,ab,de,nt
34. crime in ti,ab,de,nt
35. criminal* in ti,ab,de,nt
36. bully* in ti,ab,de,nt
37. violen* in ti,ab,de,nt
38. self-help in ti,ab,de,nt
39. social* support* in ti,ab,de,nt
40. social welfare in ti,ab,de,nt
41. support group* in ti,ab,de,nt
42. support network* in ti,ab,de,nt
43. education in ti,ab,de,nt
44. financial problem* in ti,ab,de,nt
45. financial difficult* in ti,ab,de,nt
46. transport polic* in ti,ab,de,nt
47. child* abuse* in ti,ab,de,nt
48. at-risk in ti,ab,de,nt
49. child* care in ti,ab,de,nt
50. leaving care in ti,ab,de,nt
51. community safety in ti,ab,de,nt
52. single parent* in ti,ab,de,nt
53. sole parent* in ti,ab,de,nt
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54. lone parent* in ti,ab,de,nt
55. parenting in ti,ab,de,nt
56. parent* skill* in ti,ab,de,nt
57. healthy prison* in ti,ab,de,nt
58. healthy school* in ti,ab,de,nt
59. healthy diet* in ti,ab,de,nt
60. (homicid* or murder* or suidic*) in ti,ab,de,nt
61. media in ti,ab,de,nt
62. #60 and #61
63. stigma* in ti,ab,de,nt
64. refugee* in ti,ab,de,nt
65. (black or blacks or ethnic*) in ti,ab,de,nt
66. (smoke* or smoking) in ti,ab,de,nt
67. stress in ti,ab,de,nt
68. (job* or occupation* or workplace* or work place*) in ti,ab,de,nt
69. #67 and #68
70. dyslexi* in ti,ab,de,nt
71. learning difficult* in ti,ab,de,nt
72. exercis* in ti,ab,de,nt
73. physical* activ* in ti,ab,de,nt
74. #1 or #2 or #3 or #4 or #5 or #6 or #7 or #8 or #9 or #10 or #12 or #13 or #14 or #15 or #16 or #17 or #18 or #19 or #20 or #21
75. #24 or #25 or #26 or #27 or #28 or #29 or #30 or #31 or #32 or #33 or #34 or #35 or #36 or #37 or #38 or #39 or #40 or #41 or #42 or #43 or #44 or #45 or #46 or #47 or #48 or #49 or #50 or #51 or #52 or #53 or #54 or #55 or #56 or #57 or #58 or #59
76. #62 or #63 or #64 or #65 or #66 or #69 or #70 or #71 or #72 or #73
77. #74 or #75 or #76
78. (review* or overview* or meta-anal* or metaanal* or meta anal* or guideline*) in ti,ab,de,nt
79. #78 near #77
80. #79 and (UD > "199812")

The search was limited to material added during the last year.

ASSIA (searched on Datastar online, 14/1/2000)

Cardiovascular diseases and cancer

1. HEART ADJ DISEASE OR STROKE OR STROKES OR CORONARY OR CARDIOVASCULAR
2. MYOCARDIAL OR HEART ADJ ATTACK$ OR CEREBROVASCULAR ADJ ACCIDENT$ OR ANGIOPLASTY
3. RESUSCITATION OR BLOOD ADJ PRESSURE
4. REVIEWS OR OVERVIEWS OR METAANALS OR META-ANAL$ OR METANALS
5. (1 OR 2 OR 3) AND 4
6. CEREBROVASCULAR
7. (1 OR 2 OR 3 OR 6) AND 4
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8. ..LIMIT 7 YR=1998
9. ..LIMIT 7 YR=1999
10. 8 OR 9
11. CANCERS OR NEOPLASMS OR CARCINOMA$ OR SARCOMAS OR MELANOMA$ OR LEUKEMIA OR LEUKAEMIA
12. RADON OR ASBESTOS$ OR POLLUT$ OR OZONE Or SUNBURN
13. RISK NEAR BEHAV$
14. DRINKING OR ALCOHOL$
15. SAFER ADJ SEX OR UNPROTECTED ADJ SEX OR CONDOMS OR SEXUAL ADJ HEALTH
16. (REVIEWS OR OVERVIEW$ OR METAANALS OR META-ANALS OR METANAL$).TI,AB.
17. (11 OR 12 OR 13 OR 14 OR 15) AND 16

The search was limited to material published in 1998 and 1999.

Accidents

Accidents were searched on the cd-rom version of ASSIA (1999/Q4 update, searched 24.1.00)

1. ft = accident* prevention or ft = safety awareness or ft = accident* awareness
2. ft = safety near3 job* or ft = safety near3 work* or ft = safety near3 occupation*
3. ft = safety standard* or ft = social exclusion or ft = social* exclusion
4. ft = public near3 risk* or ft = awareness near3 risk* or ft = traffic accident*
5. ft = road accident* or ft = road safety or ft = vehicle safety
6. ft = cycling or ft = cycle training or ft = cyclist education
7. ft = cycle proficiency or ft = cycle test* or ft = bicycle proficiency or ft = bicycle test*
8. ft = pedestrian education or ft = pedestrian training or ft = walking or ft = speed limit*
9. ft = speeding or ft = speed management or ft = building safety or ft = water safety
10. ft = school travel* or ft = school transport* or ft = ecological* transport* or ft = traffic calming
11. ft = safe play or ft = safe area or ft = home safety or ft = hazardous site
12. ft = safety belt* or ft = seatbelt* or ft = seat-belt* or ft = seat belt*
13. ft = cycle helmet* or ft = bicycle helmet* or ft = drink-drive* or ft = drink drive*
14. ft = alcohol near4 accident* or ft = trading standard* or ft = parent* skill*
15. ft = health diet near accident* or ft = physical* activity near diet*
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16. ft = eyesight or ft = eye sight or ft = eye-sight or ft = eye-test
17. ft = eye test* or ft = medication* review* or ft = eyetest* or ft = faller*
18. ft = fall* near4 elder* or ft = fall* near4 older* or ft = firstaid or ft = first aid
19. ft = first aid or ft = basic resuscitation
20. ft = review* or ft = overview* or ft = guideline* or ft = meta-anal* or ft = metaanal* or ft = meta anal*
21. cs = 1 or cs = 2 or cs = 3 or cs = 4 or cs = 5 or cs = 6 or cs = 7 or cs = 8 or cs = 9 or cs = 10
22. cs = 11 or cs = 12 or cs = 13 or cs = 14 or cs = 15 or cs = 16 or cs = 17 or cs = 18 or cs = 19
23. cs = 21 or cs = 22
24. cs = 23 and cs = 20
25. da = 1999
26. cs = 25 and cs = 24

Mental health
Mental health topics were searched on the cd-rom version of ASSIA (1999/Q4 update, searched 17/1/2000)

1. ft = mental health or ft = mental* ill* or ft = mental* disorder*
2. ft = supported housing or ft = housing association* or ft = homeless*
3. ft = job* or ft = unemploy* or ft = employ* or ft = volunteer*
4. ft = alcoholi* or ft = alcohol abuse* or ft = alcohol misuse* or ft = drug abuse*
5. ft = drug misuse* or ft = substance misuse* or ft = substance abuse* or ft = addict* or ft = glue sniff*
6. ft = abuse detect* or ft = misuse detect* or ft = drug test*
7. cs = 4 or cs = 5
8. ft = treatment or ft = rehabilitat* or ft = therap*
9. cs = 7 and cs = 8
10. ft = bereave* or ft = grief or ft = coping behavior* or ft = coping behaviour* or ft = coping mechanism*
11. ft = exclusion or ft = isolation or ft = inequity or ft = crime or ft = criminal* or ft = bully* or ft = violen*
12. ft = self-help or ft = social support or ft = support group* or ft = social welfare or ft = support network*
13. ft = education or ft = financial problem* or ft = financial difficult* or ft = transport polic*
14. ft = child* abuse* or ft = child* care or ft = at-risk or ft = leaving care or ft = community safety
15. ft = single parent* or ft = sole parent* or ft = lone parent* or ft = parenting or ft = parent* skill*
16. ft = healthy prison* or ft = healthy school* or ft = healthy diet* or ft = exercis*
17. ft = homicide* or ft = murder* or ft = suicide*
18. ft = media
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19. \( cs = 17 \) and \( cs = 18 \)
20. \( ft = \text{stigma*} \) or \( ft = \text{refugee*} \) or \( ft = \text{black*} \) or \( ft = \text{ethnic*} \) or \( ft = \text{smoker*} \) or \( ft = \text{smoking} \)
21. \( ft = \text{workplace*} \) or \( ft = \text{work place*} \) or \( ft = \text{job*} \) or \( ft = \text{occupation*} \)
22. \( ft = \text{stress*} \)
23. \( cs = 21 \) and \( cs = 22 \)
24. \( ft = \text{dyslexi*} \) or \( ft = \text{learning difficult*} \) or \( ft = \text{exercis*} \) or \( ft = \text{physical activ*} \)
25. \( ft = \text{review*} \) or \( ft = \text{overview*} \) or \( ft = \text{metaanal*} \) or \( ft = \text{meta-anal*} \) or \( ft = \text{meta anal*} \) or \( ft = \text{guideline*} \)
26. \( cs = 1 \) or \( cs = 2 \) or \( cs = 3 \) or \( cs = 4 \) or \( cs = 5 \) or \( cs = 6 \) or \( cs = 10 \) or \( cs = 11 \) or \( cs = 12 \) or \( cs = 13 \)
27. \( cs = 14 \) or \( cs = 15 \) or \( cs = 16 \) or \( cs = 19 \) or \( cs = 20 \) or \( cs = 23 \) or \( cs = 24 \) or \( cs = 26 \)
28. \( cs = 27 \) and \( cs = 25 \)
29. \( da = 1999 \)
30. \( cs = 28 \) and \( cs = 29 \)

Searches for reviews relating to employment, education and social inequality were undertaken. Broader issues of reducing social inequalities and how they may effectively impact upon health are difficult to retrieve because:

- There are a large number of potential interventions
- Inequality and changes in inequality are described in many different ways
- Few of the databases searched support subject indexing that captures the concept of systematic review
- Outside of the field of medicine, psychology and education systematic reviews are relatively few
- Reviews tend to have very little description of the methodology used, in the abstract, which means that retrieval cannot be usefully focused onto reviews which may be systematic.

The searches found some potentially interesting studies which were not included in this version of the document because of lack of time, but are available for consideration in any future updates.